Between Atmosphere and Character

Mixing Architectural Metaphors with the Eighteenth Century

Contemporary discussions about the “atmospheres” that buildings and landscapes produce seek to explain how the mixing of diverse aesthetic strategies can produce a humane, ecological, and cosmopolitan sense of place, grounded in the particular qualities of a given locale. These debates are by no means unique to our own era, for indeed many of the central terms that are now taken for granted were once radical and controversial in the eighteenth century. In the following essay, I wish to demonstrate that eighteenth century debates about the synthesis of aesthetic perceptions, particularly in relation to architecture and landscape gardening, reveal the long complex history behind the work of Gernot Böhme and Peter Zumthor in reasserting the importance of atmosphere in contemporary architecture and urban planning.¹

“Character” is the key term in the eighteenth century that comes closest to our contemporary use of architectural “atmosphere.” Both are understood as subjective responses to a building or landscape. Both discourses rely on the same German term, “Wirkung” (translated into English as “effect” or “impression”), in order to identify a building’s “character” or “atmosphere.”² By expounding the emotional effect of architecture and landscape, eighteenth-century Sentimental treatises tried to grasp the illusive yet compelling poetic character of buildings. A comprehensive survey of Sentimental architectural treatises lies beyond the scope of this article, instead I will touch briefly on the similarities between the discourse of atmospheres and the Christian Hirschfeld’s Theory of Garden Art published in five volumes (1779–1785)³ and the anonymous Investigations into the Character of Buildings: On the Connection between Architecture and the Fine Arts and the Effects Which It should Bring Out through Them (1785).⁴

The as yet still unknown author of the Investigations defines a building’s character in much the same terms as atmosphere: “The quality of a building with which it makes a noticeable impression on our heart, I call its character.”⁵ His definition was reiterated by Friedrich Meinert, a Prussian officer and professor, whose prose shows a striking similarity to the anonymous author:

¹ Böhme 2013; Zumthor 2006.
³ Hirschfeld 1779–1785.
⁴ Anonymous 1986 [1785].
A building must distinguish itself from another through something particular that belongs exclusively to itself and which catches the eye or makes an emotional impression. In other words, every building must make a noticeable impression on the heart of the observer.  

Hirschfeld likewise formulates “character” as a category whose quality “is natural, static, codifiable and locatable in organic objects, specifically, natural environments and their authentic human respondents.” Hirschfeld analyzes the landscape garden’s complex staging of scenes that allow the spectator to engage in a wide range of emotional encounters with buildings and botanical arrangements.

The author of the Investigations insists that understanding how and why buildings leave impressions on their inhabitants should guide architectural design. The perceptual impact of a building is thus not secondary in the sense that exists as an after-thought or an unforeseen consequence of aging (patina). One of the primary points of the Investigations is that reading poetry aids the architect to understand how his design can elicit feelings. Buildings align with poetic genres, so that a well-read architect will know how to transform the text into a structure. “Guided by a reliable sense of taste, he will transform the idyll into a country house, the epic into a palace, and the hymn into a temple.”

The author makes clear that architecture helps maintain the poetic illusion that country life provides an idyllic escape from the pressures of urban competition. The parallel between the two arts operates in both directions, no one form can claim to more accurately represent the character of a place. Poetry constructs illusions much in manner of a building, for the artistic design of a single site is always challenged by the existing conditions of rural life. The poorest village might provide a faint hint of Arcadian simplicity, but under closer examination this impression does not hold up.

There are certain epochs that provide us with very pleasant memories. The Golden Age is one of these, about which the fantasy happily conjures up dreams. Architecture can foster this sweet dream through a simple style. For certain features of the Arcadian shepherds are still mixed in when we contemplate poor villages; on the other hand such pleasures could not stand up to a more exact examination.

The only thing that allows architects to design idyllic houses successfully and to convince clients that they are indeed quiet refugees from court and the city is the fact that everyone involved has read deeply within Greek and Roman poetic tradition. In order for the design of country houses to persuade, the observer must also have a thorough education in the tastes and judgments of idyllic poetry. The two artforms reinforce each other. “Given that we are already so well prepared, it is not difficult for architecture to transport us into this illusion.”

The preparation meant here is a Classical education; both client and architect are well versed in the idyllic poetry that informs the design of country houses.
That these eighteenth-century questions of artistic illusion reemerge in our present discussion of atmosphere is hardly surprising, given that Böhme states explicitly that he seeks to turn aesthetic theory back to the sensual and material formulation of Alexander Baumgarten. By doing so, Böhme hopes to expand atmospheric aesthetics beyond the narrow confines of autonomous art as it has been elaborated from Kant’s *Critique of Judgment* (1790) to Theodor Adorno’s *Aesthetic Theory* (1970). Böhme’s desire to revive an older aesthetics is reinforced by Michael Hausknecht’s claim that the metaphorical meaning of “atmosphere”, in the sense of an object’s influence on its surroundings, originated in the late eighteenth century. Böhme’s desire to revive an older aesthetics is reinforced by Michael Hausknecht’s claim that the metaphorical meaning of “atmosphere”, in the sense of an object’s influence on its surroundings, originated in the late eighteenth century. 13 “Atmosphere” shares a kinship with “Stimmung”, another philosophically laden German term, whose etymology stretches back to ancient Greek notions of cosmological harmony. 14 The distinctions between aesthetic categories, as well as the correspondence between observer’s subjective moods and a house’s structural appearance, were further blurred when “milieu” and “ambience” were introduced into architectural aesthetics by German and American Romanticism, most graphically in Romantic stories such as E. T. A. Hoffmann’s *Das öde Haus* and Edgar Allan Poe’s *The Fall of the House of Usher*. Psychoanalysis has, of course, provided its own rich analysis, commencing with Sigmund Freud’s essay, *Das Unheimliche*, that concentrates far more on the condition of the observing subject than on the architectural space as the source for an uncanny atmosphere. 15 Pinning down the origins of atmosphere has proven difficult in recent interpretations of these Romantic texts. The Germanist, Carsten Lange, reiterates the psychoanalytic tendency to interpret literary spaces as allegories of Romantic subjectivity, whereas the architectural theorist, Anthony Vidler, shifts the balance somewhat when he deploys the uncanny to explain the estrangement generated by Modernist architecture. Given how dependent the detection of an atmosphere is on subjective states of mind, we must again wonder how stable the term is a means of describing architecture, a discipline grounded in firmness.

The Sentimental and later Romantic mixtures of aesthetic illusion departed radically from the Enlightenment’s classifications of artistic effect (Wirkung). For the Enlightenment, before there could be any mixing of art-forms, it was necessary to differentiate them through a critique that isolated their most important qualities. In order to discuss the process of blending, it was presumed that the units about to be mixed were clearly distinct from one another, otherwise there remained the possibility, as was suspected the case of architecture and landscape architecture, that the entities were already interdependent and that a mixture of the two really amounted to bringing together two fields that were in fact already combined. Given that it could no longer be presumed that the arts were integrated into a cosmological unity, Enlightenment theorists sought to differentiate each from the other in order to define them. The rational critique of the arts required categories, precisely to avoid the fuzzy arguments and vague enthusiasms that were later associated with Sentimental and Romantic enthusiasm. The mixing of senses that

13 Hausknecht 2014: 52.

14 Spitzer 1944/1945.

15 Leo Spitzer develops his genealogical analysis of these terms while providing a close reading of Poe’s famous story in Spitzer 1942.

Böhme and Hausknecht describe as fundamental to the perception of atmospheres finds little room in the Enlightenment aesthetics as represented by Gottfried Lessing, who tended to correlate artistic forms (sculpture, poetry, theater) with primary sensual perceptions, yet this compartmentalization was quickly questioned by Gottfried Herder and the *Sturm-und-Drang* poets. Likewise, Kant’s three Critiques strive to establish clear boundaries between different types of judgment. In the *Critique of Judgment*, architecture stands as a primary example of how different types of judgments about the same object should be kept distinct. Thus Kant argues that making an informational statement about a building is not at all the same as describing the aesthetic impression it makes upon an observer. To know a building in terms of science and engineering is quite different from the emotional pleasure that it impresses upon us, in other words to perceive its atmosphere or character.

To apprehend a regular and appropriate building with one’s cognitive faculties [...] is quite a different thing from being conscious of this representation with an accompanying sensation of delight.  

While he certainly accepted the Vitruvian principle that a building ideally possessed *firmitas*, *utilitas*, and *venustas*—indeed, he may well have organized his own three Critiques in a similar sequence—Kant did insist that the intellectual evaluation of architecture according to knowledge, morality, and aesthetics not overlap. The object under consideration could well be the one building, but the judgments made about it were distinctly separate. Politics for Kant did not mix with aesthetics. Kant illustrates this separation with a Socratic question and answer—a style of argumentation he generally avoids. Yet by switching into a rhetorical mode, Kant calls attention to just how typical this exchange was within Enlightenment discussions.

Kant quite deliberately introduces the example of a building in *Critique of Judgment* to argue that aesthetic, moral, and scientific judgments need to be differentiated clearly from one another, precisely because architecture was such a contentious field in the Enlightenment with theorists sharply divided between the claims that as a discipline it had to be classified as either a mathematical science or an art. For Kant architecture could be organized under any number of differentiated forms of judgment. The key was to recognize that one did not overlap with the other. More than anything, for Kant, it was vital that judgments about buildings were not mixed with each other. Thus, he lists off several typical Enlightenment political critiques of aristocratic structures, from the “noble savage” to Rousseau to Laugier and Robinson Crusoe, but then adds that these moral condemnations of palaces have no relevance in judging their beauty.

If anyone asks me whether I consider that the palace I see before me is beautiful, I may, perhaps reply that I do not care for things of that sort that are merely made to be gaped at. Or I may reply in the same strain as

that Iroquois sachem who said that nothing in Paris pleased him better than the eating-houses. I may even go a step further and inveigh with the vigour of a Rousseau against the vanity of the great who spend the sweat of the people on such superfluous things. Or, in fine, I may quite easily persuade myself that if I found myself on an uninhabited island, without hope of ever again encountering human beings, and could conjure such a splendid edifice into existence by a mere wish, I should still not trouble to do so, so long as I had a hut there that was comfortable enough for me. All this may be admitted and approved; only it is not the point now at issue.\textsuperscript{18}

At the source of a Kantian aesthetic judgment is the sensation of pleasure the subject feels in contemplating a building. As much as the contemporary discussion of atmospheres in building and landscape seeks to distinguish itself from Kant’s aesthetics of autonomy, both approaches share a common lineage, yet Kant sought to correct what he would have considered errors in sentimental aesthetics by asking how it was possible for an observer to make more than merely subjective aesthetic judgments, in other words how one could speak about beauty in a universally valid manner.

The Enlightenment insistence on avoiding the mixing of different styles, genres, and forms of knowledge permeated down to the most detailed level of discursive analysis. Gottfried Lessing presented the most thorough-going argument against mixing artistic genres in his essay, “Laokoon, or the boundaries between painting and poetry” (\textit{Laokoon oder die Grenzen der Malerei und Poesie}). As the title indicates, Lessing sought to argue against the chiasmic blurring of differences between the arts, specifically the ancient claim that painting was silent poetry and poetry was speaking painting.\textsuperscript{19} Taking the Classical Greek arts as his model, Lessing argued that that corporal beauty is best represented through painting because this art form is able to show bodies existing simultaneously in space, whereas poetry as a temporal form that can depict things only as a sequence—words following one after the other they can never be perceived all at once because the act of reading moves forward in time across the page, while a painting can be viewed in a singular, though often extended, perception. Poetry is thus best suited for recounting actions rather than offering exact descriptions. To underscore how unimportant description was to the action of epic poetry, Lessing points out that Homer merely summarizes the beauty of his characters with a single phrase, rather than lingering over their appearance with long passages. We do not find any exact descriptions of Helen’s beauty in the Iliad, rather just brief accounts of the “effect” her appearance has on those around her. Lessing does not confine himself to questions of beauty, but as the title indicates opens his argument with an analysis of the differences between poetic and sculptural representations of the famous scene near the end of the Trojan War when the priest Laokoon, who has warned against allowing the Greek horse into the city walls, is suddenly attacked by giant snakes as punishment for his clear-sightedness.
Hera sides with the Greeks against the Trojans and sends the snakes to silence Laokoon. Lessing contrasts the famous sculpture of the priest and his sons with the corresponding passage in Virgil’s Aeneid, in order to consider how the two art forms represent Laokoon’s terrible suffering. Throughout the essay, Lessing strives to show the limits of poetry, sculpture, and painting to represent an absent reality, whereby he also shows the limits of each. His criticism strikes against efforts to cross these boundaries. The urge to avoid aesthetic blending, or “Vermischung,” lies at the core of Lessing’s argument.

The process of mixing together different artistic effects to produce atmospheres often produces the kind of paradoxical language the Enlightenment sought to avoid. Gernot Böhme and Mark Wigley open their discussion of atmosphere by noting that the term is frequently used, with an imprecise meaning, at exhibitions, in catalogues and laudatios. The fact that the term appears in architectural discourse justifies further reflection on its usage, particularly on its slippery meanings. Atmosphere may not be a thing easily defined but many people write about it nevertheless.

The inter-penetration of different aesthetic terms is not just a poetic mannerism, but rather it is legitimated, according to Gernot Böhme, in the synesthetic combination of human senses. Michael Hausknecht suggests that the more complex the mixture of sensual perceptions, the more intense the atmosphere of a place will appear to observers, thereby giving considerable importance to the mixing together of sensual perceptions of space in the recognition of atmosphere. Theorists and poets write about the atmosphere of a place with a jumble of artistic terms precisely because all our senses are engaged in its perception. This sweeping appeal to all five senses shows that atmospheres can be produced and perceived in all sorts of different built environments and that their presence is not confined to autonomous works of art. Storefronts, restaurants, hotels, bars, stage sets, cosmetics, advertisements all strive to create an atmosphere that serves some end other than art alone. Gernot Böhme offers a broad understanding of the types of creativity that produce atmospheres, while also acknowledging that they rarely remain pure forms of perception but instead rely upon the mixing of diverse sensual experiences.

Böhme distinguishes between the vague usage of “atmosphere” in aesthetics and politics from what he claims is the more specific usage in ordinary speech related to people, spaces, and nature. I would argue this ordinary usage seems like common sense because it is derived from the canon of Sentimental and Romantic German aesthetics and poetry. Over two hundred years have allowed these perceptual techniques and standards of taste to become naturalized. As much as Modernism sought to overcome these modes of looking at nature and space, they persist as ordinary speech. Both the contemporary discussion of atmosphere and the eighteenth-century intuitions about the character of a place rely upon spontaneous feelings that ground their legitimacy in the immediacy of their reaction. In both discourses, then and now, if someone has an emotional response to a space the moment they

20 Böhme 2013: 34.

21 Hausknecht 2014: 55. “Je intensiver die dominanten Erscheinungscharaktere, je mehr Sinnesmodalitäten (Sehen, Hören, Riechen) an der Konstitution der Atmosphäre beteiligt sind und je größer die Übereinstimmung der Erscheinungscharaktere in diesen verschiedenen Modalitäten, desto dichter ist die entstehende Atmosphäre.”

22 Böhme 2013: 41.
see it, these feelings are considered more ‘real’ than an analytical or reflective response. Yet I would agree with Thomas Pfau when he argues that what was originally considered “an originary and unimpeachable authentic effect—that core sensibility or feeling posited as the very center of eighteenth-century aesthetic experience and picturesque contemplation—has in fact been produced by historically specific and often curiously elaborate modes of formal aesthetic practices.”

The current invocation of “atmosphere” constitutes a return to these older notions of cultural value, with the key difference that in the eighteenth century Sentimental perceptions were the prerogative of a progressive educated elite, whereas now they are considered the ordinary opinion of a mass audience. There is of course an optimistic conclusion to be drawn from these parallels: namely, that twenty-first century Europeans have acquired the good taste that had previously been a privilege reserved only for the highly educated and the aristocracy.

Böhme’s aesthetics of atmosphere rejects Modernist experimentation, through its return to these earlier accounts of nature and perception, which he then couples with an added awareness of environmental threats. “The avant-gardistic and Futuristic contempt for nature lies far behind us. Already now for some time, nature has returned as the subject of art.” Böhme’s atmospheres do not seek deliberately to produce alienation and discomfort in order to dismantle bourgeois conventions through critical functionality, nor do they attempt to restore a pre-industrial idyll, rather in the voice of eco-criticism, Böhme insists on a new critical method for constructing human relations with nature. In a double move, Böhme recalls a forgotten eighteenth-century aesthetics while situating it within the present environmental crisis. Even if we acknowledge the need for a critical environmental attitude, aesthetic education, in the Classical German sense of Bildung, permeates the discourse on atmospheres precisely because the recognition and appreciation of a space’s ambience requires that tradition’s sophisticated psychological techniques. When reading an account of a building’s emotional impact, we must ask: Who is the subject that perceives this atmosphere? We can get a sense of how important cultural background is to this recognition by following along with the meditations of the Swiss architect, Peter Zumthor, who opens his essay on the subject by stating that while atmosphere provides a means of discussing architecture quality, its perception is shaped by the particularities of the individual subject:

My title “Atmospheres” is derived from the following: I am interested—because of course I have to be interested—already for a long time: What is architectural quality really? For me it is relatively easy to say: architectural quality does not mean—for me—that it is found in architectural guidebooks, nor that it is mentioned or published in architectural histories, and so forth. Architectural quality for me can only come about because I am moved by a building. What the devil then moves me in a building? And how can I design this?  


Zumthor suggests a triangular relationship connecting individual emotional responses to the atmospheres generated by physical spaces. Ultimately, personal feelings become a critical means by which architecture’s atmospheric effects can be judged. Just how important social historical factors are in determining these reactions remains unresolved. While Gernot Böhme maintains that all people are likely to have a visceral appreciation for spatial atmospheres, Peter Zumthor’s account presents a sovereign subject, thoroughly educated in cultural history and confident in its continued reliance on the first person pronoun.

I come into a building, see a room and notice the atmosphere and in a matter of seconds I have a feeling for what it is. Atmospheres appeal to emotional perception, that is a perception that functions unbelievably quickly, which we people have apparently to survive.  

In order to answer the question of what constitutes architectural quality, Zumthor turns inward, eschewing any reliance on guidebooks and architectural histories—a safe gesture for an architect whose work appears in both. Having cast aside these books because he already knows what they contain, Zumthor relies on his own intuition. Although he considers atmospheric perception to be a basic human trait, his double-sided allusion to architectural books, which he obviously has read but which he then rejects in deciding artistic quality, suggests that the recognition of an atmosphere is a learned ability much like the old British definition of a gentleman as “someone who has forgotten his Latin.” But specific to the German context, Zumthor’s account shares an ambivalent mixture of natural instinct and education typical of Sentimental aesthetics. His rejection of books as he writes about atmospheres has all the qualities of Goethe’s Werther or Faust, who leave their studies so as to formulate an intuitive feeling for nature. Indeed, Zumthor cites Goethe’s life-long faith in his own visual intuition in explaining what types of buildings move him. “This we also have from our Mr. Goethe, who saw this all much, much earlier. And he looks closely, that is the fantastic thing about him, he looks closely at things.”

As anyone who has read Goethe understands, his intuitions were never truly simple and unschooled.

Gernot Böhme likewise also relies on the language of intuition to describe how individuals perceive atmosphere. He claims, this time in the more modest third person, that “Upon entering a space one feels oneself immediately surrounded by a comfortable atmosphere, however one can also stumble into a tense atmosphere.”

One commonality here is the immediate recognition of an atmosphere as a feeling—which corresponds to the sentimental discourse on architecture. Hirschfeld provides a similar description of the immediate effect a beautiful garden has on the pedestrian’s imagination: “The impression of lively pleasure that awakens when [beauty] first pours into the imagination with the glance of an eye.” The phrase “with the glance of an eye” refers both to the instant in time and the act of viewing, a brief look suffices...
to provide pleasure. Hirschfeld places much the same emphasis on the immediacy of feeling when he provides a more elaborate account of first walking into the Hannoverian Elector’s gardens:

The idea of serenity is immediate aroused upon entering by a group of various flowers that decorate the middle of a lawn. At the same time, the pathways lure the eye between diverse tree clusters, awakening thereby a lively expectation of pleasure, which the friend of nature’s beauty and pure garden taste may enjoy here.\textsuperscript{30}

The visitor experiences joy right upon passing into the garden. The eyes are drawn first to the flowers, and after this first impression, they are directed onwards with the expectation of more happy sensations. Hirschfeld’s writing suggests movement as it calls attention to itself. However the garden and the text’s promise of ever increasing pleasure requires an audience training in beauty and taste. The description moves quickly past the opening blast of delight into more complex and subtle joys. Jens Bisky points out that this passage combines two kinds of pleasure, neither theoretically defined, both assumed to be obvious to the educated viewer.\textsuperscript{31} First there is the direct delight of looking at simple beauty and then the more complicated alternation (Abwechselung) of vistas, far and near, that the wanderer sees as he moves along the paths. These alternations are supposed to prevent the monotonous display of endless rows of flowers. Mixing landscapes enhances the appeal of a garden.

To the extent that a landscape is a mixture of various different regions, it benefits from this multiplicity. Accordingly, a garden that is composed from various regions each with a distinct character, makes a stronger impression.\textsuperscript{32}

However Hirschfeld insists the variation not become an end in itself. Thus he states more than once that a consistent style must be maintained throughout the garden, without mixing in too many foreign distractions:

Finally for the sake of the overall effect, it is necessary to restrain oneself from falling into a strange mixture of different foreign architectural works, so that one should not allow an Egyptian obelisk, a Greek temple, a Roman monument, a gothic tower, a Chinese pavilion to all appear in the same prospect. An extravagance that dominates certain parks in England and which is so obvious that one wonders why anyone would admire them.\textsuperscript{33}

Decades later in his Berlin lectures of Aesthetics, Hegel reiterated Hirschfeld’s admonition against the eclectic mixing of styles on the grounds that it provided only a superficial and fashionable impression as opposed to the infinite self-referentiality of a symbol.
Whereas a huge park, especially if rigged out with Chinese pagodas, Turkish mosques, Swiss chalets, bridges, hermitages, and goodness knows what other curiosities, claims our attention on its own account; it pretends to be and to mean something in itself. But our allurement vanishes as soon as it is satisfied, and we can hardly look at this sort of thing twice because these trimmings offer to the eye nothing infinite, no indwelling soul, and besides they are only wearisome and burdensome when we want conversation and a stroll in conversation with a friend.  

Even when gardens did not pile on allegorical allusions, Hirschfeld maintained that the intellectual apprehension of spatial character was not a general human trait; it required refinement to gather up within oneself the emotional responses a landscape produced. These intuitions, Hirschfeld stressed, were quite distinct from simple empirical perceptions. In other words, the recognition of spatial relations was by no means the same as grasping the atmosphere of a place. He opens the section on “The Various Characters of Landscape and their Impressions” with the following general psychological statements:

The feeling for the impressions that the various sites in the landscape make upon the soul is not so common among people as the mere perception of this multiplicity.  

Hirschfeld makes clear that an aesthetic education is required for one to grasp the poetry of a place. Unrefined or distracted visitors (just the kind of audience Modernists like Bertolt Brecht or Walter Benjamin preferred) were less likely to experience the subtle influences a garden has on the psyche.

This sensation cannot arise among crude or distracted people. If this sensation is going to express itself, it requires a degree of acuteness and attentiveness of external senses, a certain ease to catch up images and hold onto them so that they may move or unsettle the fantasy, thereby producing an inner movement, and a certain soulful contentedness in the soft feelings of nature.

A sophisticated appreciation of aesthetic nuances in architecture and gardening requires the designer to be proficient in many arts. Just as architecture was segregating into specialized fields—naval architecture, fortifications, hydraulic, etc—Sentimental theorists called on the architect to mix together precisely those arts that the Enlightenment had sought to distinguish from one another. Not only was the anonymous author of Investigations eager to erase the boundaries that isolated architecture from its sister arts, he also sought to extend aesthetics beyond the ornamentation and ostentation of elite houses, so as to include ordinary farms with new notions of the picturesque and the idyllic.
And where is the boundary between handicraft and art? Is architecture only concerned with art in palaces, whereas only handicraft is found in bourgeois houses, in the farmer’s cottage? I certainly do not want to make such a claim!38

The mixture of architectural design and subjective impression that produce atmospheres are by no means symmetrical, nor does the atmosphere correspond directly to the built space. The many texts describing built atmospheres provide different balances of material and personal influences. For example, Romantic writing about buildings and landscape shares the subjective language of contemporary accounts of atmosphere, however current accounts insist more strongly that atmospheres are generated by the arrangement of material objects rather than the emotional states of their audience. Contemporary theorists will insist that they are much more concerned with reading emotional response out from buildings and landscapes rather than projecting feelings onto them. Yet E.T.A. Hoffmann’s characters in Der Sandmann and Das öde Haus struggle with the question of just how much they are extending their own inner turmoil onto their surrounding spaces.

Gaston Bachelard, another phenomenologist who sought to read architecture in poetic terms, noted that the phenomenological interrelationship between different orders of space—in his case, the interior and exterior of a private house—is by no means symmetrical balanced. Even though the volume of interior spaces is much smaller than the vastness outside the house, the individual’s perception of space as it unfolds in the state of domestic seclusion lends a far greater scale to the interior of a house than to what lies beyond. The consciousness of exterior realms does not correspond to its geographical measurement. “Immensity is within ourselves. It is attached to a sort of expansion of being that life curbs and caution arrests, but which starts again when we are alone. As soon as we become motionless, we are elsewhere; we are dreaming in a world that is immense.”39 Once subjective responses are included in any analysis of space the mixture of different elements is likely to vary dramatically and be far from even-handed. If Romanticism and psychoanalysis foreground these psychological “distortions” in spatial understanding, while contemporary discussions stress how the organization of material spaces that constitute atmosphere precede the impression on viewers.

In all the texts we have discussed, the central aesthetic question entails identifying the emotional impression that a work of art makes upon its audience. Can artistic effects be separated out from one another or do they work most wonderful in combination. When and how does the mixing of aesthetic impressions emerge as more than just confusion to become the playful circulation of imagination? As we have argued during the course of this essay, one important feature that Sentimental architectural theories share with Böhme’s argument is their insistence that the effect (“Wirkung”) art has on the viewer as the standard for judging its quality or character, for in the spectator’s imagination, in the playful contemplation of aesthetic effects, the representations

---


specific to every art are combined, mixed, and blended to produce the subject’s own private aesthetic experience. This interpenetration (Vermischung) then becomes one of the defining techniques for the modern emotionally sensitive subject to perceive space in more than functional terms.
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